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I created this list of Top 100 Goal Setting Books as a reference to use when you need inspiration when you get stuck. The list is not in any particular order. The list was created as a reference to find great goal setting and motivational books.

You will find books from greats like Napoleon Hill to Dale Carnegie to John Wooden present day authors like Brian Tracy and John Maxwell.

We all know at some point in time we will hit obstacles on your journey towards our goals and need an extra amount of momentum. During these time we have two choices: One is to quit pursuing our goals. Two we find motivation and inspiration from a book to keep us going.

To make it easier for you to find the books I have link to each book to Amazon.com, which I have found offers the best prices on most of these books.

I know this list we help you discover your goals and then help keep you on track once you pick your goals. To your continued success.

Visit UniversityofMotivation.com for more resources to help you achieve your goals.

NOW YOUR TOP 100 GOAL SETTING BOOKS
1. The Magic of Thinking Big by David Schwartz
2. The Law of Success In Sixteen Lessons by Napoleon Hill
3. Psycho-Cybernetics, A New Way to Get More Living Out of Life by Maxwell Maltz
4. Think and Grow Rich by Napoleon Hill
5. Rich Dad, Poor Dad by Robert Kiyosaki
6. The Magic Lamp: Goal Setting for People Who Hate Setting Goals by Keith Ellis
7. Write It Down, Make It Happen: Knowing What You Want And Getting It by Henriette Anne Klauser
8. The Maxwell Leadership Bible by John Maxwell
9. Three Magic Words by Uell S. Anderson
10. The Magic of Believing by Claude M. Bristol
11. See You At the Top by Zig Ziglar
12. Goals by Brian Tracy
13. 7 Strategies for Wealth & Happiness: Power Ideas from America's Foremost Business Philosopher by Jim Rohn
14. The Richest Man in Babylon by George Clason
16. What Are Your Goals: Powerful Questions to Discover What You Want Out of Life by Gary Ryan Blair
17. **Achieving Objectives Made Easy! Practical Goal Setting Tools & Proven Time Management Techniques** by Raymond Le Blanc

18. **Goal!: Your 30-Day Game Plan for Business and Career Success** by Gladys Stone


20. **Goal Setting 101 : How to Set and Achieve a Goal!** By Gary Ryan Blair


22. **Good To Great** By Jim Collins

23. **The Go-Getter: A Story That Tells You How To Be One** by Peter Kyne

24. **Training Camp: What the Best Do Better Than Everyone Else** by Jon Gordon

25. **The Dream Manager** by Matthew Kelly

26. **Hard Goals : The Secret to Getting from Where You Are to Where You Want to Be** by Mark Murphy

27. **Motivation and Goal-Setting** by Jim Cairo

28. **You Already Know How to Be Great: A Simple Way to Remove Interference and Unlock Your Greatest Potential** By Alan Fine

29. **Change the Culture, Change the Game** by Roger Connors

30. **Reinvention: How to Make the Rest of Your Life the Best of Your Life** by Brian Tracy

31. **Put Your Dream to the Test: 10 Questions to Help You See It and Seize It** by John Maxwell

32. **Failing Forward: Turning Mistakes into Stepping Stones for Success** by John Maxwell
33. The Slight Edge: Secret to a Successful Life by Jeff Olson

34. Twelve Pillars by Jim Rohn and Chris Widener

35. The Compound Effect by Darren Hardy

36. The Seasons of Life by Jim Rohn

37. Top Performance: How to Develop Excellence in Yourself and Others by Zig Ziglar

38. The Power of Positive Thinking by Dr. Norman Vincent Peale

39. How to Stop Worrying and Start Living by Dale Carnegie

40. The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People by Stephen Covey

41. The Goal: A Process of Ongoing Improvement by Eliyahu Goldratt

42. Living in Your Top 1%: Nine Essential Rituals to Achieve Your Ultimate Life Goals by Alissa Finerman

43. 5: Where Will You Be Five Years from Today? by Dan Zadra

44. Smart Goal Setting: 92 Tips For Using Short Term Goals To Create A Great Life by Gary Vurnum

45. Achieve Anything In Just One Year: Be Inspired Daily to Live Your Dreams and Accomplish Your Goals by Jason Harvey

46. Making This Year Your Best Year Ever!: Personal Goal Setting Ideas And Strategies To Get You Motivated To Make Positive Change In Your Life by K.M.S. Publishing

47. The Success System That Never Fails by W. Clement Stone

49. **Your Best Year Yet!: Ten Questions for Making the Next Twelve Months Your Most Successful Ever** By Jinny Ditzlar

50. **The Big Book on Achieving Large Goals** By Carlos Cruz

51. **Lifedesign: Living Your Life By Choice Instead Of Chance** by Peggy Vaughn

52. **Complete Idiot's Guide to Reaching Your Goals** By Jeff Davidson

53. **Thinkertoys: A Handbook of Creative-Thinking Techniques** By Michael Michalko

54. **Start with Why: How Great Leaders Inspire Everyone to Take Action** By Simon Sinek

55. **100 Ways To Motivate Yourself: Change Your Life Forever** by Steve Chandler

56. **The Pledge: Your Master Plan for an Abundant Life** by Michael Masterson

57. **Beyond Wealth: The Road Map to a Rich Life** by Alexander Green

58. **The Success Principles(TM): How to Get from Where You Are to Where You Want to Be** By Jack Canfield

59. **Having It All: Achieving Your Life's Goals and Dreams** By John Assaraf

60. **The Science of Success: How To Attract Prosperity and Create Harmonic Wealth Through Proven Principles** By James Arthur Ray

61. **The Essential Wooden: A Lifetime of Lessons on Leaders and Leadership** By John Wooden and Steve Jamison

62. **The Key: The Missing Secret for Attracting Anything You Want** By Joe Vitale

63. **101 Great Ways to Improve Your Life, Volume 2** by Various Authors

64. **The Complete Vision Board Kit: Using the Power of Intention and Visualization to Achieve Your Dreams** by John Assaraf

65. **As a Man Thinketh** By James Allen

67. *Unstoppable: 45 Powerful Stories of Perseverance and Triumph from People Just Like You* by Cynthia Kersey

68. *Acres of Diamonds* By Russell Conwell

69. *The Richest Man in Babylon* By George S. Clason

70. *Secrets of the Millionaire Mind: Mastering the Inner Game of Wealth* By T. Harv Eker

71. *Go for No! Yes is the Destination, No is How You Get There* By Richard Fenton

72. *Unstoppable Confidence: How to Use the Power of NLP to Be More Dynamic and Successful* by Kent Sayre

73. *Dare To Dream!: 25 Extraordinary Lives* By Sandra McLeod Humphrey


75. *No Excuses!: The Power of Self-Discipline* By Brian Tracy

76. *The Success Formula For Personal Growth* by Jerry Bruckner

77. *Aspire: Discovering Your Purpose Through the Power of Words* By Kevin Hall

78. *Perfect Phrases for Setting Performance Goals* By Douglas Max and Robert Bacal

79. *Goals and Goal Setting: Achieve Measurable Results* By Larrie Rouillard

80. *Goal Setting for Sport: A Concise Guide for Coaches and Athletes* By Kevin Sivils

81. *Coach Wooden's Pyramid of Success: Building Blocks For a Better Life* By John Wooden and Jay Carty

82. *The Score Takes Care of Itself: My Philosophy of Leadership* By Bill Walsh and Steve Jamison
83. Winning Every Day: The Game Plan for Success By Lou Holtz

84. Go For the Goal: A Champion's Guide To Winning In Soccer And Life By Mia Hamm and Aaron Heifetz

85. Obliquity: Why Our Goals Are Best Achieved Indirectly By John Kay

86. Better Than Good: Creating a Life You Can't Wait to Live By Zig Ziglar

87. The Power of Focus: How to Hit Your Business, Personal, And Financial Targets With Absolute Certainty By Jack Canfield, Mark Victor Hansen and Les Hewitt

88. The Aladdin Factor By Jack Canfield and Mark Victor Hansen

89. The Sedona Method: Your Key to Lasting Happiness, Success, Peace and Emotional Well-Being By Hale Dwoskin

90. The Secret By Rhonda Byrne

91. The Power of Self-Coaching: The Five Essential Steps to Creating the Life You Want By Joseph Luciani

92. Woulda, Coulda, Shoulda: Overcoming Regrets, Mistakes, and Missed Opportunities By Arthur Freeman

93. Be Unreasonable: The Unconventional Way to Extraordinary Business Results By Paul Lemberg

94. Getting Everything You Can Out of All You've Got: 21 Ways You Can Out-Think, Out-Perform, and Out-Earn the Competition By Jay Abraham

95. The New Dynamics of Goal Setting: Flextactics for a Fast-Changing Future By Denis Waitley

96. Awaken the Giant Within By Anthony Robbins

97. The Greatest Secret in the World By Og Mandino

98. How I Raised Myself from Failure to Success in Selling By Frank Bettger

100. *The Fred Factor: How Passion in Your Work and Life Can Turn the Ordinary into the Extraordinary* By Mark Sanborn